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LETTER FROM THE SECRETARY-GENERAL
Esteemed Participants,
My name is Deniz Özkuş and it gives me immense pride to serve you as the SecretaryGeneral of Model United Nations Turkey Conference 2017. It is a privilege to welcome you
all to the 13th edition of MUNTR on behalf of our Director-General Mr. Barış Demir and our
dedicated Academic and Organization Teams. The twelve-year-old legacy of innovation
fueled our vision of MUNTR and our teams worked tirelessly in order to realize that vision.
Adopting the theme of ‘Concord and Diversity”, our aim is to form and expand your
understanding of tolerance through compromising negotiation processes in order to battle the
increasing radicalism around the globe. Our committees will allow you, the participants to
discover the benefits of mutuality while teaching the diplomatic status quo and how to
improve it.
Model United Nations Turkey 2017 Conference was realized by dedicated, innovative and
disciplined individuals, the Secretariat. The simulation of the North Atlantic Treaty
Organization is the representation of a force of nature, a gentleman who has great potential
and does not hold it back, Under-Secretary-General Mr. Berk Furkan Kocatepe.
The document he has realized represents his skills of crisis management, his knowledge on
international and intra-treaty relations. I advise the honorable participants to follow the steps
Mr. Kocatepe illuminated for you. I am looking forward to meeting you all in Antalya, on 6th
of March.
Sincerely,
Devrim Deniz Özkuş
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LETTER FROM THE UNDER-SECRETARY-GENERAL
Most esteemed participants,
I am deeply pleased and honored to welcome you all to North Atlantic Treaty Organization
(NATO) Committee of 13th edition of MUNTR. My name is Berk Furkan Kocatepe, a junior
student studying International Relations at Middle East Technical University. I, as the
responsible Under-Secretary General for this committee, have the great pleasure, opportunity
and responsibility to participate as a member of academic team this year.
The theme of 13th edition of MUNTR is ”Concord and Diversity”, which will be very inspiring
while constructing the debates alongside the agenda items in all committees, and leading you,
the honorable participants, to improve yourself.
North Atlantic Treaty Organization is a political and military alliance consists of 28 North
American and European countries, all of those who are bound by shared democratic values and
joined the organization to best pursue security and defense. In this edition of the conference,
there are no agenda items determined before for the committee. Controversially, it will be a
committee with open agenda, where the agenda will be set through several updates and crisis
that cannot be remained indifferent. The North Atlantic Council (NAC) representatives, that is
to say, you, the honorable participants, will be in charge of making decision to protect the
interests of the Alliance, and to maintain peace and security for 15 sessions in 5 days.
Before I end my letter, I would like to thank reputable Secretary-General Mr. Devrim Deniz
Özkuş, esteemed Deputy Secretary-General Ms. Saide Esra Akdoğan and honorable Academic
Advisor Mr. Ahmet Kaan Alkan for their contributions and assistance. I hope you will be
satisfied with the academic quality of the conference, and have high quality of debates
during the conference.
Kind regards,
Berk Furkan Kocatepe
Under Secretary-General
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1. NATO
a. Background
The North Atlantic Treaty Organization, in French Organisation du traité de
l’Atlantique Nord, is also called the North Atlantic Alliance, serves as an intergovernmental
alliance that is heavily skewed towards military aspects but also includes socio-politic policies
in its organization. It was established under the North Atlantic Treaty that was signed on April
4th 1949. One of the most well-known and the prominent aspect of the alliance is the mutual
defence agreement between in its members where the alliance collectively responds to any
attack from an external party.
The NATO headquarters are based in Brussels, Belgium where the Supreme Allied
Commander is also located. Belgium is one of the 28 members of the alliance where the
countries party to the alliance range from North America to South Europe. Even though there
are 28 members of the alliance not every country are constituents to the NATO’s
programmes.
As aforementioned before the defence spending of the members of the alliance
constitutes around 70 percent of the total global spending on defence and in addition, the
members’ defence spending is also around 2 percent of the global GDP.i
b. History
Even though the alliance was created in 1949, the alliance was not regarded as a
military alliance but rather as a political association until the Korean War. The
aforementioned Korean War moulded the alliance together and paved the way to its military
alliance status under the leadership of the two U.S. supreme commanders.
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The polarisation of the world led by the Cold War resulted with the Warsaw Pact in
1955 and the Warsaw Pact would later become the counterpart of the alliance. The
relationship between the United States and Europe itself would wane over the years due to
whether the alliance would be strong enough in the face of a potential Soviet invasion in
Europe. Such doubts and fears would also have tangible outcomes, specifically with France
where the country itself created its deterrent nuclear programme and withdrew itself from the
military superstructure of the alliance in 1966 only returning 30 years later.
The first military operation of the alliance would take place in Yugoslavia in 1999 and
military interventions in Bosnia that took place between the years of 1992 and 1995 and the
military operations were deemed of importance due to destabilisation of the aforementioned
regions following the fall of the Berlin Wall in 1989.
The animosity between the Warsaw Pact countries and the NATO members also
waned over the years with numerous former Warsaw Pact members becoming NATO
member countries between the years of 1999 and 2004.
As aforementioned before, the mutual defence pact between the members of the
alliance is written as the Article 5 in its charter where it states that member states must aid any
NATO member states in the face of an armed attack, was invoked for the first time in its
history following the infamous 9/11 Attacks that took place on September 11th 2001. The
response of the alliance was deployment of NATO forces to Afghanistan under ISAF
(International Security Assistance Force) programme that is under NATO.
In addition to the deployment of its forces to Afghanistan in 2001, the organization
took place in a number of operations that include, a training mission in Iraq led by NATO,
assistance to Operation Ocean Shield which was a counter-piracy operation as well as the no-
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fly zone that was invoked upon Libya in 2011 in compliance with the United Nations Security
Council Resolution 1973.
Similar to the aforementioned Article 5, the Article 4 can be considered as a lesspowerful version of the former where it invokes the consultation of the member countries at
the behest of the invoking country. This article has been invoked numerous times as opposed
to the Article 5, the most recent invoking by Turkey in 2015 regarding the threat of Islamic
State to its territorial integrity.ii The other invoking include, in 2003 by Turkey regarding the
Iraq War; twice in 2012 by Turkey regarding the Syrian Civil War where the first invoking
was due to the downing of F-4 and the latter one regarding mortar shell that came from Syria
and exploded in Turkeyiii; Poland also invoked the article after Russian Federation’s
intervention in Crimea.iv
c. Member Countries
The member countries of the alliance are listed below, where all of the members range from
founders to numerous enlargement periods,
Date
4 April 1949

Country

Enlargement

Belgium

Founder

Additional Comments

Canada
Denmark

Included Faroe Islands and
Greenland

France
Iceland

The only member that does
not have a standing army in
the alliance
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Italy
Luxembourg
Netherlands
Norway
Portugal
United Kingdom
United States
18 February 1952

Greece

First

Turkey
6 May 1955

Germany

Second

30 May 1982

Spain

Third

12 March 1999

Czech Republic

Fourth

Joined as West Germany

Former member of Warsaw
Pact

Hungary

Former member of Warsaw
Pact

Poland

Former member of Warsaw
Pact

29 March 2004

Bulgaria

Fifth

Former member of Warsaw
Pact

Estonia

Former member of the
Soviet Union

Latvia

Former member of the
Soviet Union

Lithuania

Former member of the
Soviet Union
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Romania

Former member of Warsaw
Pact

Slovakia

Former member of Warsaw
Pact

Slovenia

Former member of Warsaw
Pact

1 April 2009

Albania

Sixth

Former member of Warsaw
Pact

Croatia

d. Enlargement Periods
As listed above most of the alliance belong to alliance’s enlargement periods, most of
the enlargement was driven in Central and Eastern Europe encompassing many former
Warsaw Pact members. Accession of a country to the alliance is governed via Membership
Action Plans which also requires approval of every current member to the potential country’s
accession. The candidates for the alliance as of now are: Bosnia and Herzegovina,
Montenegro and Republic of Macedonia. As opposed to the other countries, Montenegro was
invited to the alliance on December 2nd 2015, by NATO Foreign Ministers.
One of the current candidate countries, the Republic of Macedonia is referred as the
Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, implying that the alliance members do not
recognise the name of Republic of Macedonia which is also viewed as one of the blocking
factors of Macedonia’s accession to the alliance. The sole exception being Turkey which
recognises the constitutional name of Republic of Macedonia.v Moreover, the Adriatic Charter
which was established in 2003 aims to aid every NATO candidate in reaching their accession
goals and consists of the alliance candidates.vi
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That being said the enlargement of the alliance has not gone unnoticed nor unopposed.
The Russian Federation strictly opposes the enlargement of the alliance, especially regarding
the countries that are in Eastern Europe. Russia states that the alliance’s spread or the
enlargement can only be viewed as isolation of Russia from Europe as well as returning back
to Cold War era politics.vii
In addition to stern opposition from the Russian Federation, the relationship between
Ukraine and the NATO has also resulted with the infamous ‘Euromaidan’ protests that
resulted with the ousting of Viktor Yanukovych during 2014. The new president Arseniy
Yatsenyuk stated after his election that Ukraine was not interested in becoming a NATO
member but shortly after adopted a bill that changed Ukraine’s status from non-aligned which
meant that Ukraine could pursue NATO membership in the future. In his later speeches he’d
go on to state that there would be a referendum regarding the membership and Ukraine.viii
Ukraine is also one of the few countries in the Eastern Europe that is a party to Individual
Partnership Action Plan, a programme initiated by NATO and divergent countries to enhance
the cooperation between NATO and the countries in question.ix
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e. Partnership Programmes
One of the most important programmes of NATO is Partnership for Peace Programme
dubbed PfP, was established in 1994 and this programme includes individual countries and
NATO members aimed at increasing the cooperation amongst the two as well as aiding in
ameliorating the bilateral relationships. The fundamental difference between this programme
and the others is the fact that all of the former Commonwealth of Independent States are
members including the Russian Federation.
The Euro-Atlantic Partnership Council is another programme run by NATO and was
established in 1997, it has 50 participants and its main aim is regarding dialogue and
consultation between its members. Similar to the Partnership for Peace programme, the EuroAtlantic Partnership also work together with the former and can also be considered to be the
operational part of the Euro-Atlantic Partnership Council. The aforementioned two
programmes can also extend to third party countries regarding the operations that are being
conducted such as Afghanistan.x
The European Union is also one of the partners of NATO with the specifications
mentioned in Berlin Plus agreement that took place in 2002. The agreement allows the
European Union to utilise NATO assets whatever they may be in a case the European Union
wanted to act independently in an international crisis or situation as long as NATO used its
“right of first refusal.” It also works in hand-in-hand with countries that are members of the
European Union and also the Partnership for Peace programme. In addition to cooperating
with the European Union and the Partnership for Peace members, different programmes are
created by NATO in order to involve third party countries such as Israel and North African
countries using the Mediterranean Dialogue. The Istanbul Cooperation Initiative was created
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to find solutions to the Middle Eastern problems which works in cohesion with the Gulf
Cooperation Council.xi
In addition to strengthening its ties with countries from Europe, NATO’s partnership
also extends to Japan and Oceania. Japan being one of “Contact Countries” continuously is in
communication with NATO member countries on the topics that range from counter-piracy to
technology exchange.xii xiii As stated before both Australia and New Zealand are labelled
under the aforementioned “Contact Countries” but are also part of the AUSCANNZUKUS
(Australia, Canada, New Zealand, the United Kingdom and the United States) strategic
alliance. This alliance can be compared to other bilateral relations that are governed by
NATO. Lastly, NATO’s only “partnership” in Latin America is Columbia, when Agreement
on the Security of Information was signed between NATO and Columbia in June 2013.xiv
f. NATO Structure Mechanism
As stated before the NATO headquarters are in Brussels, Belgium moved from Paris, France
following the French withdrawal in 1966. The headquarters are garrisoned with staff that
range from national delegations, diplomats from both the member countries and partner
countries, civilian and military liaisons as well as members of both the International Staff and
the International Military Staff that serve within member countries’ armed forces.
i. NATO Council
All of the NATO members have a national delegation located in Brussels which takes
part in the decision making process that is outlined in the North Atlantic Treaty and the
charter. The most senior member of the delegation is regarded as the Permanent
Representative of a given member country to NATO, in addition some of the countries have
embassies in Brussels that serve as embassies to NATO.xv
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The aforementioned Permanent Representatives form the North Atlantic Council
(NAC) together and they meet in a weekly basis which mean that they have the power to
make decisions and governing regarding NATO. The North Atlantic Council also meet in
higher diplomatic levels such as foreign and defence ministers or even the heads of the state
or government. Even though it has been stated that the Permanent Representatives when
convening have the authority to govern NATO, most of the major decisions are made when
the meeting are at minister or heads of state or government levels. As stated before, all the
decisions have the same gravity regardless of the level of the meeting hence making sure that
the validity of all the decisions are the same.
NATO also possesses an informal meeting group that is dubbed the “Quint”, it is
similar to the P5 in the United Nations Security Council sans the veto powers. The Quint is
composed of France, Germany, Italy, the United Kingdom and the United States.xvi The
decision making in North Atlantic Council is through unanimity, meaning that all of the
member states have to be in accord with the decision that is being made or the policy that is
being adopted. Ergo, it can be easily deduced that there is no voting process that follow the
debates nor any sort of majority that governs the decision making process.
ii. NATO Parliamentary Assembly
The NATO Parliamentary Assembly (NATO-PA) meets in an annual session and it is
at that session that enlarged strategic policies are planned. NATO-PA also interacts with the
parliamentary structures of the governments that have appointed the above-mentioned
Permanent Members and/or the ambassadors to NATO as its name suggest.
The assembly is composed of legislators from the member countries as well as thirteen
associate members. It must be noted that NATO-PA is a different body from the NAC both in
its scope and composition as well as function within the alliance.
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NATO-PA also has five different sub-bodies which function in their own specific areas,


Committee on the Civil Dimension of Security



Defence and Security Committee



Economics and Security Committee



Political Committee



Science and Technology Committee

The reports from the above committees are submitted to the parliamentary and are
viewed and discussed throughout the annual session that convenes, the reports also function
as a roadmap highlighting the areas in which NATO lacks and must be strengthened.
iii. Military Structures of NATO
The Chairman of the NATO Military Committee directs all the military operations of
NATO. The two Strategic Commands headed by a U.S. officer and a French officer
respectively together form the military committee and the aforementioned Strategic
Commands are aided by NATO staff from the member countries.
A Military Representative is present in NATO headquarters that is selected by the
member country from its armed forces and the representative is also assisted via the
International Military Staff. All the Military Representatives similar to the Permanent
Representatives from the Military Committee that is similar to North Atlantic Council in its
aspect.
The Military Committee can also convene at a higher level, namely the Chiefs of
Defense which is the head of the member countries’ armed forces. The operational matters of
NATO’s military structure was changed over the years, until 2003 there were Supreme Allied
Commander Europe (SACEUR) as well as Supreme Allied Commander Atlantic
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(SACLANT) however such separation was later changed to be Allied Command
Transformation (ACT) that is responsible for the training of NATO forces and Allied
Command Operations that is responsible for NATO operations all over the globe as its name
suggests.
NATO also employs Eurocorps, German/Dutch Corps, Multinational Corps Northeast
as well Italian Corps which all function as NATO Rapid Deployable Corps. In addition to
those that have been mentioned, the High Readiness Forces also reports to Allied Command
Operations.
During 2015, following War of Donbass, a minister-level North Atlantic Council meeting
decided that Multinational Corps Northeast must be strengthened to the point that it can
defend the Baltic States in the case of an attack. Also a new sub-division, Multi-National
Division Southeast was established in Romania as well as NATO Force Integration Units
were established in order to enhance the protection of the Eastern NATO members.xvii
2. Topics of NATO
a. NATO-Russia Relations
i. Historical Background
One of the main reasons for the establishment of North Atlantic Treaty Organization was raising
threat posed by the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics towards Western Block. What NATO
aimed was to protect its members and to counter the power of the USSR, which had been
enlarging enormously by that time.

xviii

NATO’s motto, stated by the first Secretary General

Lord Ismay, was “to keep the Russians out, the Americans in, and the Germans down.”xix
NATO consisted of only Western European Countries as a block against the influence of the
USSR, and the United States of America was the most crucial and strategic ally of NATO. xx
This highly charged opposition among NATO and the USSR came to a conclusion by the
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dissolution the USSR and the fall of the Iron Curtain in 1991. After this point, NATO and
Russia began to develop first touches between them. Russia’s joint to the North Atlantic
Cooperation Council in 1991 was a starting point for the relations.xxi The North Atlantic
Cooperation Council which was renamed the Euro-Atlantic Partnership Council later was
founded as a ground for consultation with Eastern and Central Europe Countries.xxii Russia’s
joint to Partnership for Peace Programme of NATO in 1994 could be defined as the first
significant progress in NATO-Russia Relations.xxiii In the scope of the Partnership for Peace
(PfP), Russian soldiers, as a part of the NATO-led peacekeeping force, deploy in Bosnia and
Herzegovina in 1996.xxiv On May 27, 1997 Russia and leaders of the members of the Alliance
signed the NATO-Russia Founding Act on Mutual Relations, Cooperation and Security. xxv
Moreover, Permanent Joint Council (PJC) was established as a part of this new cooperation in
order to sustain peace and discuss the security questions in the Euro-Atlantic Area.xxvi However,
the consultations and negotiations were not smooth and consensual since the existence of biases
and differences as an inheritance of long-lasting Cold War era.xxvii Lack of understanding was
also another factor that brought about the cooperation with lack of harmony, which brought the
relations to the edge of disappointment.xxviii Despite the fact that Russia’s suspension of its
participation in the Permanent Joint Council by virtue of NATO’s Kosovo air campaign in 1999
raised the concerns about the NATO-Russia relations’, deployment of Russian peacekeepers as
part of the NATO-led peacekeeping force in Kosovo in June 1999 and continuation of Russia’s
participation in PJC put the relations on the right track.xxix The relations maintained
strengthening in 21st century. After September 11, 2001, Al-Qaeda strikes on the US, Russia
assisted the US in Afghanistan.xxx Russia, furthermore, let the use of its airspace by the
international coalition and shared intelligence relevant and crucial for the combat in
Afghanistan.xxxi The foundation of NATO-Russia Council (NRC) to replace the PJC under a
declaration on NATO-Russia Relations: A New Quality signed by parties in 2002 was a crucial
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and positive turning point in the relations.xxxii This council allowed Russia to be considered as
an equal partner to the members of NATO and strengthened the ties.xxxiii However, Russia did
not have any guarantee in the field of security, any form similar to Article 5. xxxiv The
disagreements between NATO and Russia continued with Second Gulf War in 2003. The first
disagreement was on Kosovo issue in 1999. Russia, together with France and Germany formed
an opposition block to the use of military force against Saddam Hussein.xxxv In fact, it might be
said that the relations among NATO and Russia moved in a cooperative line until 2008.
However, Russia’s military action in Georgia was considered disproportionate by NATO.xxxvi
The conflict began with the bombing of Georgian villages by Ossetian separatists ended in
about 5 days.xxxvii What Russia did during the conflict was to support the separatists by sending
army and air troops.xxxviii Russia’s action was perceived as invading a sovereign state, Georgia,
and threatening democracy.xxxix Therefore, as a result of this, cooperation with Russia in some
areas and formal meetings of the NRC were suspended by the Alliance. xl Nevertheless, parties
kept cooperating soon afterwards. It was agreed by the NATO foreign ministers to sustain
phased and measured approach to reengagement with Russia, and to continue formal meetings
and practical cooperation under the NRC.xliThe cooperation resumed in the field of Ballistic
Missile Defense in 2010.xlii Actually, Ballistic Missile Defense was identified as a game
changer for NATO-Russia relations.xliii It was thought to be either a bridge towards the past or
towards the future.xliv Ballistic missile has been an issue raising the tension between the Western
Block and the USSR, and whether it would be a relation tightening issue or not depends on the
steps that could or could not be taken by NATO and Russia. Despite the fact that the relations
among NATO and Russia seem more integrated, the members of NATO maintained their
skeptical approach due to the Russia’s politically questionable and hegemonic attitude towards
its neighbors, in particular Georgia, Baltic States, Eastern and Central Europe and Ukraine. xlv
In 2014, the annexation of Crimea by Russia brought the associations to the tear-off point.
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NATO expressed its concerns regarding the use of Russian armed forces on Ukrainian territory
through the authorization by the Russian Parliament.xlvi The Alliance further announce the
member states’ not recognizing the result of the referendum held in Ukraine’s Autonomous
Republic of Crimea due to the illegality and non-legitimateness of the referendum and violation
of the Ukrainian Constitution and international law.xlvii Furthermore, suspension of the NATORussia Council was realized as a response to Russia’s annexation of Crimea. xlviii Russia also
provides logistic supports to the rebels in the Eastern Ukraine, and according to Stephen Blank,
an analyst at the American Foreign Policy Institute, Russian President gives the separatists what
they were exactly short of.xlix Alexander Vershbow, the deputy Secretary-General of NATO
from February 2012 to October 2016 and a former US diplomat stated that: "Clearly the
Russians have declared NATO as an adversary, so we have to begin to view Russia no longer
as a partner but as more of an adversary than a partner."l Since July 13, 2016, the NATORussia Council met twice in order to confer the crisis in and around Ukraine, the situation in
Afghanistan and development of air safety in the Baltic Sea region.
ii. Issues of Conflict
1. Ukraine Crisis
The story of the conflict between Russia and Ukraine began after the collapse of Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics (USSR). Crimea, an autonomous republic, is a peninsula stretching out from
south of Ukraine and it is very close to Russia on the East. Kerch Strait, which is a narrow strait,
separates Russia and Crimea. The city of Sevastopol includes a port that is a major naval base
and has been home to the Black Sea Fleet since Soviet times.li The fleet was divided among
Russia and Ukraine after the dissolution. However, the existence of Russian fleet at Sevastopol
port has been a matter of tension all the time between Russia and Ukraine. In 2008, Ukraine
under the leadership pro-Western President Viktor Yushchenko and Russian Federation agreed
on the fact that Russian fleet will be staying at Sevastopol port until 2017.lii However, the
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election

of

pro-Russian

president

Viktor

Yanukovych made an inversion. Yanukovych
government agreed with Russia to extend the time
by 25 years beyond 2017 in return for cheaper
Russian

gas.liii

Moreover,

President

Viktor

Yanukovych announced that Ukraine was suspending pursuit of the Ukraine-European Union
Association Agreement for which the country had been preparing for since 2008.liv As a result,
there emerged opposition to Viktor Yanukovych within the country and civil unrests started in
2013. The wave of demonstrations and civil unrest in Ukraine called “Euromaidan” began on
21 November 2013 in Kiev.lv By December 1, 2013, nearly 800000 people gathered at the
Maidan in Kyiv to ask for the resignation of Yanukovych.lvi Yanukovych had to resigned and
left Kiev. After that, Russian soldiers crossed the borders and took control of strategic positions
in Crimea. Moreover, Crimea held a referendum on 16 March 2014 and over 95 percent of
voters in the Crimean referendum voted in favor of joining Russialvii, and Russia annexed
Crimea.lviii United Nations Security Council prepared a draft resolution which urged countries
not to recognize the results of this weekend's referendum in Crimea to adopt, but it failed.lix
Immediately afterwards, demonstrations of pro-Russian groups in the Donbass area of Ukraine
became an armed conflict between Ukrainian government and separatist forces of Donetsk and
Lugank People’s Republics, which is self-declared. Separatist rebels were aided by a supply of
men and weapons came over from Russia.lx In August, Russian military vehicles crossed the
border in several locations of Donetsk Oblast.lxi The conflict between Russia and Ukraine is
continuing since 2014, and a permanent deal of peace has not been created yet.
NATO has always been in the opinion of the importance of a Ukraine that is sovereign,
independent and stable, and in the same breath, committed to rule of law and democracy for
Euro-Atlantic security.lxii NATO was in an espouser position to Ukraine’s sovereignty and
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territorial integrity since the very beginning of the process. lxiii Suspension of all civilian and
military cooperation with Russia except closing political and military channels of
communication was actualized.lxiv Furthermore, NATO took actions to assist Ukraine to
facilitate reform in its defense sector and to improve its armed forces.lxv One of the meetings of
the NATO-Ukraine Commission, all parties were called to implement the Minsk Agreement,
an agreement signed by Representatives of Ukraine, the Russian Federation, the Donetsk
People's Republic (DPR), and the Lugansk People's Republic (LPR) to halt the war in the
Donbass region of Ukraine, on 5 September 2014.lxvi However, the agreement was violated by
the parties. At Warsaw Summit, NATO members decided to maintain NATO’s assistance to
Ukraine in the fields of developing armed forces.lxvii On July 14, 2016, US Secretary of State
and Russian President Vladimir Putin debated the Ukraine crisis and implementation of Minsk
agreements.lxviii In discussions, Russia blamed Ukraine for not implementing Minsk
Agreement.lxix
2. Baltic region
NATO has been debating on the issue of Eastern Flank’s collective security since the Russia’s
illegal annexation of Crimea in March 2014.lxx Eastern Flank consisting of Nordic and Baltic
States holds a very crucial place in the context of Europe’s changing security order.lxxi
In fact, the roots of tension reach the end of the 20th century. Ten years after the fall of the
Berlin Wall, in 1999, the Czech Republic, Hungary and Poland, in other words, three former
Warsaw Pact countries were admitted by NATO.lxxii Joints to NATO by former Soviet Bloc
countries continued in 2004. Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania, as known as the Baltic States and
Bulgaria, Romania, Slovakia and Slovenia became NATO members. These joints were
annoying to Russia since NATO had been expanding through the borders of Russia. lxxiii
Moscow considered those countries, formerly in the USSR borders, as “near abroad” and the
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implication of “near abroad” is the fact that ex-Soviet states should not act against the strategic
interests of Russia.lxxiv The illegal annexation of Crimea by Russia pushed Easter European
states to call for a greater NATO troop presence in the region.lxxvMoreover, Russia’s tour de
force in Baltic Sea, such as Russian fighter jets’ flying over the USS Donald Cook lxxvi, which
is a guided missile destroyer in the US Navy, was a factor for the measures taken by NATO.
On October 26, 2016, the Secretary-General of NATO Jens Stoltenberg announced the
continuation of troop contributions, which is around 4000-strong force, to the Baltic and Eastern
Europe as a response to what the Alliance believes around 330,000 Russian troops deployed on
Russia’s Western Flank near Moscow.lxxvii He furthermore expressed about Russia’s
deployment of nuclear-capable Iskander missiles to Kaliningrad and suspension of weaponsgrade plutonium agreement with the US.lxxviii Although NATO was planning to station 4000
troops on the Russian border, due to the Russia’s activities in different field such as cyber
security and Russia’s anti-propaganda towards NATO among NATO allies in Europe, NATO
decided to respond with the greatest reinforcement of its collective defense since the end of the
Cold War, Jens Stoltenberg said.lxxix In the very first days of 2017, the United States sent Special
Forces to Russian borders to deploy in purpose of reassuring NATO allies Latvia, Lithuania
and Estonia.lxxx The forces that also train the local forces seem as a part of a persistent presence
of American troops in the Baltics.lxxxi
NATO plays a significant role in the coordination of security ties among the states in the
region.lxxxii In purpose of providing security in the region, the Alliance carries out cooperation
covering the expansion of information exchange containing on hybrid warfare, coordination of
training and exercises, end development of better joint situational awareness with Sweden and
Finland, the most active partners of NATO.lxxxiii The Alliance has been working on the
improvement of sea and air power in the Baltic Sea region since Russia’s military exercises
with 30000-80000 troops closer to the border.lxxxiv Moreover, the works on improvement of
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territorial defense systems of countries in the region resume.lxxxv Furthermore, the Alliance
continues its works in coordinating Nordic-Baltic defense.lxxxvi Since connections procuring
energy and communications infrastructure interdepend many states in the region, and many of
the key connections pass underneath the Baltic Sea, safe access to this infrastructure holds a
critical place in case of a crisis breaking out around the Baltic Sea. lxxxvii It takes great
responsibility to NATO to make certain that Sweden and Finland, the key providers within
Nordic-Baltic infrastructural networks, are provided possibility to be esemplastic strictly within
the associated contingency planning structures.lxxxviii

3. Ballistic Missile Defense
The development of ballistic missile defense (BMD) capability was required due to the
proliferation of ballistic missiles, which cause threat to territory, populations and deployed
forces of the members of the Alliance.lxxxix The goal of BMD is the protection of NATO forces
against short and medium-range ballistic missile.xc There is no doubt to say the fact that all
these actions are taken in the scope of NATO’s principles of indivisibility of Allied security
and NATO solidarity by considering the latest common threat assessments congruent by the
Alliance.xci Despite the fact that Russia is in the opinion that new missile defense system built
by the US in purpose of protecting the members of NATO is a direct threat and the system is
likely to raise the risks of nuclear warxcii, it should be expressed that NATO BMD is purely
defensive and certainly not directed against Russia.xciii As Jens Stoltenberg, the Secretary
General of NATO stated the system is only designated to combat dangers from outside the
Euro-Atlantic area.xciv
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b. Collective Defense
NATO, which developed as a bulwark towards the Soviet aggression in the early postwar time
but stayed together after the dissolution of the USSR and is still actively operating, is the most
crucial military alliance in the World.xcv Article 5, which is the most famous part of NATO’s
founding treaty, says that an attack made against a NATO ally is assumed it was made to all
NATO members.xcvi Article 5 further expresses that the content of the response would be
containing armed forces, which is not mandated by the Article itself.xcvii What NATO commits
is to take all necessary action in order to restore and maintain security within the scope of its
collective defense principle.xcviii Article 5 was invocated first time after the 9/11 terrorist attacks
as an act of solidarity.xcix Within the context of collective defense, NATO has been advancing
collective defense measures in its many member states.c For instance, NATO provided
collective defense measures to Turkey with the deployment of Patriot missiles in 1991 during
the Gulf War.ci Its supplying continued in 2003 during the crisis in Iraq and in 2012 as a
response to the conditions in Syria.cii Furthermore, NATO’s developments to cement collective
defense, such as deploying AWACS planes over Poland and Romania against Russia’s actions,
were realized.ciii NATO also took precautions in 2015 against the security challenges from the
South, in particular Islamic State of Syria and Iraq (ISIS).civ
c. Afghanistan
Afghanistan, which locates in the south-central Asia, has been suffering the destructive effects
of civil war mainly exacerbated by a military invasion and occupation by the Soviet Union.cv
Since 1979, the date that the Soviet Invasion was realized, Afghanistan has never been a stable
country. The Taliban, a Sunni Islamist Group, founded a theocratic regime in 1996.cvi The group
was soon influenced by Osama bin Laden, the leader of well-funded Islamist group al-Qaeda.cvii
However, the Taliban regime collapsed in December 2001 because of US dominated military
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campaign, which started on October 7, 2001 and whose goal was to combat the fighters of alQaeda and Taliban, after the attacks of 9/11.cviii
9/11 attacks is the case that Article 5 of NATO was invoked for the first time.cix The Alliance
proposed military support to the US.cx NATO itself was in the command of International
Security Assistance Force (ISAF) from August 2003 to December 2014.cxi The purpose of ISAF
is to assist Afghan government in the field of security maintaining exclusively in and around
Kabul, the capital of Afghanistan.cxii Commanding ISAF is, without no doubt, the longest and
most formidable mission of NATO.cxiii NATO’s mission in Afghanistan is operated with 50
coalition countries contributing around 140,000 troops.cxiv NATO’s this responsibility, ISAF
mission was transformed into non-combat Resolute Support mission on January 1, 2015, and
entire liability for Afghanistan’s security nationwide was left to Afghan National Defense and
Security Forces (ANDSF).cxv Moreover, at the Warsaw Summit, it was promised to access
financial support to the ANDSF through the end of 2020 and sustainment of the Resolute
Support mission beyond 2016.cxvi It is believed that NATO’s commitments in Afghanistan case
are signals of the fact that the international community keep being by Afghan side. cxvii In order
to pursue the Resolute Support mission beyond 2016, 39 NATO Allies and partners committed
more than 11,000 troops.cxviii The mission that will be continuing in a flexible and regional
approach will resume setting sight on security ministries and institutional improvement.cxix As
abovementioned, the responsibility for Afghanistan’s security nationwide was taken over by
ANDSF. Besides, NATO would keep contributing to ANDSF by training and advisory
efforts.cxx There is not the shadow of a doubt that the efforts put by NATO brought about
concrete and positive outcomes.cxxi By the end of 2016, Afghan government has the control of
all major population centers and transportation lines and realized successful operations for
retaking territories held by Taliban.cxxii Furthermore, it should be praised that Afghan forces
demonstrated greater forcibleness in pursuing their own combat enablers, containing close air
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support.cxxiii In addition, the Afghan leaders are very enthusiastic to implement hard but
compulsory reforms.cxxiv These reforms contain the improvement of a Sustainable Security
Strategy in order to allocate resources of ANDSF for protection of strategic terrain and to
implement rest and refit plans for Afghan troops in the field in a better way. cxxv Although
Afghan forces developed themselves, there are some fields such as intelligence, logistics,
aviation, and command and control, the capabilities slower to improve.cxxvi The Resolute
Support mission will be tend to concentrate on those capabilities beyond 2016.cxxvii
d. Cyber Defense
Without any doubt, the cyberspace has grown into the new battlefield, and this new battlefield
increasingly brings about threats targeting real world assets since the fields like economy,
administration, communications and other important infrastructures are dependent on
Information and Communications Technology (ICT).cxxviii This reality creates the danger of
disruption and destruction of any government’s decision-making and protective capabilities
through cyber-attacks.cxxix A cyber-attack was made to NATO website which incapacitated it
in 2014.cxxx In 2015, cyber-attacks through Ukraine power plants and German stateside
computers caused huge threats to state security.cxxxi Following these developments, NATO
identified the cyberspace as an operation field that the Alliance is required to defend itself as
heftily as it does on land, at sea and in the air.cxxxii
1.

Chronology of NATO Cyber Defense

The roots of cyber defense strategy of NATO reach the Prague Summit in 2002.cxxxiii The
Summit was where cyber defense was brought to forefront as an agenda item. cxxxiv The
development of a NATO Network Enabled Capability to share information, data and
intelligence at the same time advancing protection of key information systems against cyberattacks was debated in the Riga Summit in 2006.cxxxv After the cyber-attack against public and
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private institutions of Estonia in April and May of 2007, which was largely believed to be the
handiwork of hackers in Russia with Kremlin providing logistical supportcxxxvi, Allied defense
ministers had consensus in requirement of and immediate work in cyber defense. cxxxvii In
January 2008, the Alliance’s first Policy on Cyber Defense was approved.cxxxviii However,
Russia’s ability in cyber-attacks that was seen in the Georgian conflict in 2008 impelled NATO
to revise its Cyber Defense Policy.cxxxix The Georgian Conflict also showed the potential of
cyber-attacks to be a component of warfare.cxl At the Lisbon Summit in 2010, a new Strategic
Concept was adopted by NATO.cxli With the confirmation of NATO defense ministers, the
second NATO Policy on Cyber Defense exhibiting an cxlii approach for coordinated efforts in
cyber defense inured to the benefit in June 2011. The merger of cyber defense into the NATO
Defense Planning Process was commenced in April 2012.cxliiiFollowing, NATO
Communications and Information Agency (NCIA) was established in July 2012, after the Allied
leaders’ reaffirmation of their devotion to advance the cyber defenses of the Alliance by
convening all of networks of NATO under centralized protection and practicing an upgrade
chain to the NATO Computer Incident Response Capability (NCIRC) at the Chicago Summit
in May 2012.cxliv The new Cyber Defense Policy, which is under close analyzing at technical
and political levels within NATO, was endorsed by Allies at the Wales Summit in 2014. cxlv
NATO’s cooperation with the private sector in combatting cyber threats and challenges began
on September 17, 2014, and the presentation of NATO Industry Cyber Partnership (NICP) was
made in Mons, Belgium with the attendance of 1500 industry leaders and policy makers.cxlvi
NATO and the European Union (EU) made a Technical Arrangement on Cyber Defense on
February 10, 2016.cxlvii The Warsaw Summit in July 2016 was where cyberspace was
distinguished as a field of operations just like the air, land and sea. cxlviii Lastly, NATO and the
EU compromised on over 40 measures to foster the joint work of the two organizations,
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containing to counter hybrid threats and cyber defense, and advancing their mutual participation
in implementations, training and data-sharing.cxlix
2.

Cooperative Cyber Defense Centre of Excellence (CCDCOE)

Abovementioned, The Cyber Defense was put forward in the 2002 Prague Summit.cl However,
the first concrete step in the issue of cyber defense was taken by Estonia by a proposal of the
concept for a cyber-defense center in 2004.cli The process continued with the approval of the
proposal by Supreme Allied Commander Transformation and negotiations between potential
Sponsoring Nations in 2007.clii After the signing of Memorandum of Understanding by Estonia,
Germany, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania, Slovakia and Spain on May 14, 2008, Cooperative Cyber
Defense Centre of Excellence (CCDCOE) was reinvigorated as an International Military
Organization (IMO) in accordance with the North-Atlantic Council’s decision on October 28,
2008.cliii CCDOE, having the characteristic of being first IMO hosted by Estonia, was accredited
by NATO with the purpose of enhancing cooperative cyber defense capabilities of NATO and
NATO members.cliv Thus, interoperability of the Alliance in cooperative cyber defense domain
was targeted to be improved.clv In following years, the number of engagements raised. Hungary
in 2010; Poland and the US in 2011; the Netherlands in 2012; Czech Republic, France and the
United Kingdom in 2014; and Greece and Turkey in 2015, are the countries that joined the
center.clvi The center also has non-NATO members like Austria.clvii Within the scope of the
center’s events, Critical Information Infrastructure Protection Course, Cyber Defense
Exercises, Cyber Defense Workshops, Cyber Security Conferences, Technical Courses, Law
Courses and Cyber Defense at Operational Level Course are organized.clviii The guidance of the
Center is provided by an International Steering Committee participated by the representatives
from the Sponsoring Nations of the Center.clix The structure of the Center is headed by the
Directorate and there are five branches under it, namely; Law and Policy branch, Strategy
branch, Technology branch, Education and Exercise branch, and Support branch.clx
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3.

NATO Policy on Cyber Defense

As abovementioned, NATO considers cyberspace as a domain of warfare just like the air, land
and sea after the announcement of the Democratic National Committee, formal governing body
for the United States Democratic Party, on June 14, 2016, stating that its computers were hacked
by the Russian government.clxi After the meeting of NATO defense ministers, the meeting that
the decision to recognize cyberspace as a domain of warfare was made, it is out of question to
imagine a military conflict without a cyber-dimension today, Jens Stoltenberg, the SecretaryGeneral of NATO stated.clxii He furthermore expressed that the Alliance’s priority is to improve
capabilities to more quickly attribute liability for cyber-intrusions and cyber-attacks.clxiii The
goal of the decision is to improve coordination in cyberspace efforts and defenses and protecting
NATO cyber networks.clxiv NATO is likely to make inroads into dedicating more officers to
cyber operations, better integrating electronic warfare into its military exercises by making
cyberspace a warfare domain.clxv NATO Policy on Cyber Defense that is complemented by a
course of action with concrete objectives and timeline of practices in the field of capability
development, education, training and exercises, and partnerships, covers strengthening
information-sharing and mutual assistance in prohibiting, mitigating and recovering from
cyber-attacks.clxvi Aforementioned, NATO identified the cyberspace as an operation field that
the Alliance is required to defend itself as heftily as it does on land, at sea and in the air at the
Warsaw Summit in 2016. In order to develop its capability, targets were defined by NATO for
Allied countries to implement to their national cyber defense capabilities by way of NATO
Defense Planning Process.clxvii It is expected to agree on further cyber defense capability goals
in 2017.clxviii NATO moreover attaches importance to cooperation with its partners since cyber
threats despise state borders and organizational boundaries.clxix That is why commitment with
partner countries and organizations, such as the European Union (EU), the United Nations (UN)
and the Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE) based on shared values
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and joint approach to strength international security plays a crucial role in cyber defense policy
of NATO.clxx Last but not least, NATO is aware of the fact that private sector is a key actor in
cyberspace, that is why NATO seeks to consolidate its relations with the industry through the
NATO Industry Cyber Partnership (NICP) in order to constitute a forceful cyber defense.clxxi
E.

Countering Terrorism

Terrorism is one of the biggest threats to humanity and to the World. The danger without any
border, religion or nationality must be fought collectively by the international community. At
this point, NATO’s goals are to raise awareness of the terrorism, to enhance predisposes to
take precautions and to counteract and to improve cooperation with partner state and non-state
actors.clxxii
1.

Evolution of NATO’s Approach towards Terrorism

Terrorism was not a concept that was in the top subjects of NATO although it was considered
as a valid threat in 1991 Strategic Concept, the in-depth review taken by Allies every 10 years
or so of the current security picture and the intended Allied response, terrorism.clxxiii However,
this perception began to alter by 1999 with terrorism’s gaining a higher profile as a topic
because of the terrorist activities of terrorist group within and beyond the borders of Allied
nations.clxxiv Notwithstanding, it is hard to say that NATO studied its homework. How to react
in case of face such a challenge was a big question mark.clxxv Besides, neither civilian nor
military staffs were organized to concentrate on terrorism.clxxvi Sardonically, 9/11 attacks
became a turning point In NATO’s approach towards terrorism. The Prague Summit in 2002
was where the Military Concept for Defense against Terrorism was put in place.clxxvii In the
next summit held in Istanbul in 2004, the Alliance put effort to improve its capabilities, just like
advancing intelligence sharing, establishing new cooperation with partners and constructing a
Terrorist Threat Intelligence Unit to counter terrorism.clxxviii The rise of awareness of terrorism
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continued at the Riga Summit. Leaders of NATO declared that “terrorism, increasingly global
in scope and lethal in results, and the spread of weapons of mass destruction are likely to be the
principal threats to the Alliance over the next 10 to 15 years”.clxxix Furthermore, terrorism was
concerted as a direct menace to security, stability and prosperity of NATO countries and
international community at the Lisbon Summit in 2010.clxxx In addition, the strict commitment
of the members to advance caliber to detect and protect against international terrorism by
developing military capabilities and escalating consultations with partners of NATO was
declared.clxxxi New policy guidelines for the Alliance consisting of principles to foster threat
awareness, sufficient capabilities and interlock with partner states and non-state actors was
agreed by the NATO leaders at the Chicago Summit in 2012.clxxxii At the Warsaw Summit in
2016, the leaders of NATO made the decision of procuring support through NATO to the
struggle against ISIS.clxxxiii Moreover, NATO agreed on improving ongoing cooperation with
Jordan in the field of cyber defense and countering roadside bombs, starting to train and build
capacity in Iraq and resuming coaching Iraqi officers in Jordan, and accessing intelligence to
the Global Coalition to fight ISIS via NATO AWACS.clxxxiv Furthermore, the duty of promoting
information-sharing through the optimized use of multilateral platforms and resuming to pursue
to strength cooperation in information-exchanging on returning foreign fighters was undertaken
by the Alliance.clxxxv
2.

NATO’s Actions on Countering Terrorism

Needless to say, NATO’s counterterrorism policy is in accordance with multiple international
texts such as the United Nations Charter, the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, and is on
safe ground by referencing to the United Nations legal framework.clxxxvi Counterterrorism
strategy of NATO is loyal to international rule of law and respect of human rights.clxxxvii In
struggle with terrorism, NATO concentrates on improved awareness of the threat, adequate
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capabilities to address it and engagement with partner countries and other international
actors.clxxxviii
a.

Awareness

NATO provides shared awareness of the terrorist threat through intelligence reporting based on
contributions from internal, external and military services of the Allies.clxxxix This contributions
contain the share of experiences and views with political and intelligence experts from the
partner countries those affected by terrorism.cxc The Intelligence Liasion Unit at NATO
Headquarters in Brussels and an intelligence liaison cell at Allied Command Operations (ACO)
in Mons, Belgium form basis for intelligence-sharing among NATO and agencies of partner
countries.cxci Moreover, consultations with the EU, OSCE, UN counter-terrorism experts and
the Global counter-terrorism Forum contribute to the enlargement of international counterterrorism knowledge.cxcii
b.

Capabilities

The Alliance obtained a lot precious expertise in countering asymmetric threats and in
responding to terrorism.cxciii In the light of the expertise, it was inevitable the well establishment
of NATO’s work on airspace security, air defense, maritime security; chemical, biological,
radiological and nuclear defense (CBRN), non-proliferation of Weapons of Mass Destruction
and protection of critical infrastructure.cxciv As it is described in its Political Guidance, NATO
endeavors to ensure that it has decent capabilities to frustrate, to protect against and to riposte
to terrorist threats.cxcv NATO’s Centers of Excellence play a crucial role in education on
terrorism and how to counter it along with its contributions to many projects, bringing their
expertise to bear in areas as various as military engineering for route clearance, explosives
annihilation, cultural familiarization and network analysis.cxcvi Without any doubt, to consider
capability developments, innovative technologies and methods addressing asymmetric threats
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more comprehensively in the content of the Defense Against Terrorism Program of Work are
main points for NATO’s endeavor.cxcvii Undeniably, NATO’s works on keep its operational
capacity adequate for crisis-management and humanitarian assistance operations and on
utilization of experience gained through Special Operation Forces resume.cxcviii Moreover, in
order to be well-prepared against any kind of terrorist attack in any case, NATO’s training,
education and practices based upon different threat scenarios proceed to strength
interoperability by assimilating lessons learnt and best exercised.cxcix There is no doubt about it
that Allies are offered to benefit from these capabilities in support of civil emergency planning
and guarding of critical infrastructure.cc
c.

Engagement

NATO is very well aware of the fact that cooperation with partner countries and international
actors should be enhanced since global counter-terrorism effort needs a holistic approach.cci In
this goal, connections of NATO with its partners have accrued stronger and riper since the
Partnership Action Plan on Terrorism came into force in 2002 to encourage an exchange on
terrorism between NATO and its partners.ccii Yet, the transformation of partner cooperation
mechanisms by the adaptation of the Berlin partnership package in April 2011 was a significant
point for counter-terrorism’s being a mainstream agenda item in relations with the partners.cciii
With state partners, NATO Science for Peace and Security (SPS) Program plays an important
role in counter-terrorism actions. cciv The Program forms a basis for cooperation and dialogue
among scientists and experts from Allies and partners in order to compose a better
understanding of the terrorist threat, to develop detection and response measures and to goad a
network of experts.ccv The activities within the scope of the Program contain workshops,
training courses, and research and development projects.ccvi By courtesy of the activities, it is
aimed to identify methods for the protection of critical infrastructure, supplies and personals;
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human factors in maintenance against terrorism; technologies to explore devices and illicit
activities; and risk management, best exercises, and utilization of new technologies in provision
to terrorism.ccvii
With non-state partners, the international actors like the UN, the EU and OSCE, the Alliance is
in cooperation for ensuring information-sharing and convenient action’s to be taken more
effectively in the combat against terrorism.ccviii Moreover, in its fight against terrorism, the
Alliance teams up with the UN Counter-Terrorism Committee and its Executive Directorate,
the Counter-Terrorism Implementation Task Force and many of its component
organizations.ccix Incontrovertibly, NATO’s Centers of Excellence and its education and
training opportunities function on the same line with UN counter-terrorism priorities.ccx
3.

NATO’s Actions against Terrorism in the Future

As it is well-known, ISIS now is the most effective terrorist organization that whole world put
effort to deal with. The attacks made by the organization caused hundreds of casualties and
wounds throughout the World. Its center is in Syria’s and Iraq’s soils, and NATO, as the
Alliance, has not provided direct combat support despite the fact that many of its members
participate in US-led coalition.ccxi NATO also did with providing assistance in training Iraqi
officers and deploying surveillance aircraft to help the coalition.ccxii According to NATO’s
Supreme Allied Commander General Curtis Scaparotti, NATO has capacity to play a larger role
in counter-terrorism efforts.ccxiii He said that:
“We in NATO have 28 nations with a process, a structure that enables
us to collect and share information, to analyze information, and that is
a powerful part of countering terrorism. We can reinforce that global
network that is going on now.”ccxiv
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F. Transparency and Accountability
North Atlantic Treaty Organization operates its activities, develops its military capabilities, in
other words, it performs its functions thanks to its member countries since it is funded by
them.ccxv Inevitably, it is requisite to be accountable and transparent to its member governments.
In order to ensure transparency and accountability, the civilian and military budget totals as
well as the NATO Security Investment Program (NSIP) budget are published. ccxvi These three
budgets, covering needs that are out of any single member’s liability, are jointly funded by all
28 members in accordance with and agreed cost-share formula published every year, based on
Gross National Income (GNP) and typifying a little percentage of defense budgets of each
country.ccxvii Moreover, under the political and financial supervision of NATO, member
countries might commonly fund projects whose requirements, priorities and funding
arrangements are determined by those participating countries.ccxviii As a measurement of
transparency, the function of International Board of Auditors for NATO (IBAN) is undeniable.
The independent establishment is in charge of auditing the accounts of the different NATO
bodies to ensure the NAC and member governments for the proper use of funds made by
them.ccxix
As time goes by, reforms in the field of transparency and accountability are indispensable. At
the Wales Summit in 2014, the NATO Financial Regulations, governing financial
administration; the Guidelines on Corporate Governance, founding the principles to be chased
to enhance transparency and accountability; and the NATO Accounting Framework, procuring
the least needs for financial reporting in NATO were made public in order to bring about better
ensuring of transparency and accountability, in particular in the management of NATO’s
financial resources.ccxx
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G.

Women, Peace and Security

NATO’s first policy on women, peace and security was realized in 2007.ccxxi In 2007ccxxii, the
implementation of United Nation Security Council Resolution 1325 and related Resolutions
was issued. Resolution 1325 which was adopted on October 31, 2000 is a resolution
emphasizing the equal participation and full involvement of women in maintaining and
promoting peace and security, and reaffirming the crucial role of women in the prevention and
resolution of conflicts, peace negotiations, peace-building, peacekeeping, humanitarian
response as well as in post-conflict reconstruction process.ccxxiii Institutionalization of women,
peace and security as an agenda item is considered as one of the most significant achievements
of NATO in implementing Resolution 1325.ccxxiv In 2010, NATO’s first Action Plan was
drafted.ccxxv Without any doubt, NATO’s operations in particular in Afghanistan brought about
a lot of experience that were instrumental in enhancing the integration of the gender perspective
into NATO-led military operations.ccxxvi The assignment of an international team of
independent experts for evaluation of implementation of NATO’s gender policies and plans in
NATO-led missions as a consequence of a request by Allied leaders at the 2012 Chicago
Summit has evidential value for NATO’s sincerity on the agenda.ccxxvii NATO’s policy and
action plan revised in 2014 is ground on the women participation in conflict prevention,
management and resolution, and peace-building; guarding of women’s and girls’ rights; and
preclusion of conflict-related sexual and gender-based violence on the same line with the key
principle of Resolution 1325.ccxxviii NATO also works on fomenting its partners to materialize
and to apply its principles and Resolution 1325 alongside with the related Resolutions.ccxxix In
this purpose, the use of the training and education services prepared by ACT is also offered by
NATO.ccxxx As an another evidence of NATO’s focus on the issue, Marriët Schuurman was
appointed the NATO Secretary General’s Special Representative for Women, Peace and
Security in October 2014.ccxxxi Special Representative stated that:
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“If we are serious about our mission, which is to prevent conflict and
arrive at lasting sustainable peace, then we have to incorporate gender
equality…. This is a matter of efficiency, of finding better answers to
today’s security challenges which are very diverse, very complex, and
we need more comprehensive responses.”ccxxxii
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